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Rationale/Justification for New Course in Asian Studies 

ASN3XXX  

K-Pop and J-Pop Culture 

 

As the Asian Studies Program has been expanding with an interdisciplinary list of course offerings, 
there has been a significant demand from students interested in contemporary Korean and Japanese 
culture. This new course will focus on the Korean Wave and Japanese pop culture, particularly for 
its global impact and important social issues involved in this cultural movement.  

 



 

ASN 3XXX 
K-Pop and J-Pop Culture 

Syllabus 
Instructor: Maytinee Kramer 
FIU Asian Studies Program 

 
Course Description 

This course will examine the global dissemination, visibility, and prominence of the Korean Wave and Japanese pop 
culture. including examples of music, dramas/film, video games, manhwa and manga, fashion/beauty, and food. What 
is K-pop and J-pop? How do they reflect contemporary Korean and Japanese culture and identity? What issues do 
they cause? How did the Korean Wave overtake Japan in the pop culture wars? Students will analyze the following: 
K-pop and J-pop/J-rock music videos and lyrics, concepts and storylines in dramas and films, plots and film 
adaptations of manhwa and manga, standards in the fashion/beauty industry and more. 

Learning Outcomes 

Students will better understand how and why contemporary Korean and Japanese media has flourished beyond their 
countries’ borders. By the end of the semester, students will gain a newfound appreciation for these media products 
and have a better cultural understanding of Korean and Japanese pop culture. Students will also construct a final 
research paper that focuses on one professor-approved country and assess the impact and influence of three to four 
Korean or Japanese popular culture elements on that country’s community. This course will not focus on history or 
language, but will acknowledge how they help shape the content, style and aesthetics of Asian pop culture.  

Course Objectives 

• Students will demonstrate skills in critical thinking by analysis of themes, concepts, and cultural traits of the 
Korean Wave and Cool Japan. 

• Students will identify and critique popular perceptions and misconceptions surrounding the Korean popular 
culture and Japanese popular culture and the social issues involved with them. 

• Students will evaluate and determine why Korean popular culture and Japanese popular culture have gained 
notoriety in the West. 

• Students will be able to distinguish and infer the impact of the Korean Wave or Cool Japan on other countries 
other than the United States 

Textbook and Course Materials 

This course takes advantage of the many learning resources from FIU Library and Open Access books and videos. 
Required books include the following: 

• Kuwahara, Yasue. The Korean Wave: Korean Popular Culture in Global Context. New York: Palgrave 
MacMillan, 2014. (ISBN 978-1-137-35027-5) 

• Freedman, Alisa and Slade, Toby. Introducing Japanese Pop Culture. Routledge; 1 edition, 2017. (ISBN 978-
1138852105). 

 

 



Supplemental Readings 

• Euny Hong. The Birth of Korean Cool: How One Nation Is Conquering the World Through Pop Culture. New 
York: Picador, 2014. (ISBN 978-1-250-04511-9)  

• Craig, Tim. Cool Japan: Case Studies from Japan's Cultural and Creative Industries. BlueSky Publishing, 2017. 
(ISBN 978-4990982218) 

      Supplemental articles, videos, film clips and images will be posted on Canvas 

Expectations of This Course 

This is an online course, which means most (if not all) of the course work will be conducted online. Expectations for 
performance in an online course are the same for a traditional course. In fact, online courses require a degree of self-
motivation, self-discipline, and technology skills which can make these courses more demanding for some  

Academic Honesty - General principles of academic honesty include the concept of respect for the intellectual 
property of others, the expectation that individual work will be submitted unless otherwise allowed by an instructor, 
and the obligations both to protect one’s own academic work from misuse by others as well as to avoid using another’s 
work as one’s own. All students are expected to understand and abide by these principles. Cheating and plagiarism is 
not tolerated in any form. Progress in the social sciences is predicated on the principle of open access to theories and 
results produced by other scholars. We staunchly seek to guard our peers’ intellectual property because that is the 
only way we can make sure that science as we know it survives. You are expected to participate fully in our efforts. 
In the event that a student is found cheating or plagiarizing, the student will automatically fail the course and will be 
reported. 

Acts of Cheating and Plagiarism include:   

• Turning in a paper or any other assignment that was written by someone else (i.e. another student, a research 
service, a scholar, downloaded off the internet).  

• Copying, verbatim, a sentence or a paragraph of text from the work of another author without properly 
acknowledging the source through a commonly accepted citation style and using quotation marks. 

• Paraphrasing (i.e. restating in your own words) text written by another author without citing that author.  
• Using a unique idea or concept, which you discovered in a specific reading without citing the author. 

Course Detail / Assignments: 

Discussion Forums – Every week, students will be expected to lead and participate in discussions. The purpose of the 
discussion board is to form your own opinions about subjects in the articles and discuss them with your classmates. 
Questions and topics of conversation must cut across readings and should reflect and engage critically with the assigned 
multimedia and lecture. Students will also be responsible for providing Korean popular culture and Japanese popular 
culture examples, which are relevant to the topic. Each student must post three times with one initial post responding 
to the question(s) asked, and two posts responding to your classmates. Please use evidence from the text and your own 
experience in order to support your argument and statements. Initial posts should be no shorter than 150 words. DO 
NOT SIMPLY AGREE WITH SOMEONE ELSE’S STATEMENT, REPHRASE SOMEONE ELSE’S 
STATEMENT, OR COMMENT ON THE QUALITY OF SOMEONE ELSE’S STATEMENT. Each post should say 
something different (please do not say the same thing in each of your posts, the purpose of these posts is to have 
academic discussions). Keep in mind that your discussion forum postings will likely be seen by other members of the 
course. Care should be taken when determining what to post. 

Response Paper – This class includes 4 assigned response papers pertaining to readings and/or audio-visual materials. 
These responses should be 1.5 spaced Times New Roman 12pt font with a minimum of 600 and a maximum of 1000 
words. The length is determined by how long you need to answer the assigned questions thoroughly and in your own 
words using evidence from your own experience or the text. Please use evidence from the reading or audio-visual 
material in your response. DO NOT SIMPLY COPY AND PASTE TEXT FROM THE ARTICLES IN YOUR 
RESPONSE. THIS IS PLAGIARISM AND WILL RESULT IN A 0 ON YOUR ASSIGNMENT. 



Drama Analysis – This class has one drama analysis paper. The paper will be on “Boys Over Flowers”/”Hana Yori 
Dango,” or “Playful Kiss/Mischievous Kiss,” whichever the student chooses. The purpose of this paper is to critically 
analyze the various themes and elements found in Korean and Japanese dramas, many of which will overlap with those 
discussed in class. To justify their analysis, students must select and explain scenes from the chosen drama as evidence 
and support. Guiding questions and topics will be given to help with your analysis. Papers will be two to three pages 
double spaced 12pt font Times New Roman. Cultural localizations 

Final Research Paper –This class has one final research paper. For this paper students will select one country other 
than the United States and three to four elements of Korean or Japanese popular culture that were discussed in class. 
Acceptable countries include Brazil, Indonesia, Mexico, Philippines, Russia, and the United Kingdom, however 
students can choose a country that is not listed. All selections must be approved by the professor. Students will discuss 
the impact and influence of Korean popular culture or Japanese popular culture on the selected country and analyze its 
localization for the daily consumption of their selected country’s community. Students will also judge whether Korean 
popular culture or Japanese popular culture has added any diversity and depth to the country’s local market. The paper 
should be five to seven pages doubled spaced Times New Roman 12pt font. 

Grading 

Course Requirements Number of Items Weight 

Discussion Forum 13 15% 

Reading Response 4 25% 

Drama Analysis 1 30% 

Final Paper 1 30% 

Total 19 100% 
 

Letter Range (%) Letter Range (%) Letter Range (%) 

A 100 - 93 B 86 - 84 C 76 - 70 

A- 92 - 90 B- 83 - 80 D 69 -60 

B+ 89 - 87 C+ 79 - 77 F 59 or less 
 

Course Calendar 

Weekly Schedule 

Week 1 

Why Study K-pop or J-pop? 

 Course Introduction: What do you know about Korea and Japan? 
• Syllabus Overview 

 

 Why Study Asian Pop Culture? 
• General overview and history of Modern Korea and Japan 

 

Week 2 

Two Branches of One Tree 

 The Rise of Japanese Pop/rock Culture 



• Reading: “Idol chatter: The evolution of J-pop” 
 

 Establishment of Korean Popular Culture 
• Reading: “Seo Taiji Syndrome: Rise of Korean Youth and Cultural Transformation Through Global Pop 

Music Styles in the Early 1990s” 
 

Week 3 

K-pop and J-pop as a Tool of Soft Power 

• National Branding Through Culture 
• Reading: “The Contrasting Business Strategies of J-pop and K-pop” 
• Video:  

o “South Korea: The Silent Cultural Superpower” 
 

• A Tool for Soft Power 
• Reading: “Japan has turned its culture into a powerful political tool” / “Cool Japan, Soft Power” 

 

Week 4 

Cool Japan vs. Hallyu 

 Cool Japan 
• Reading: “Pop-culture diplomacy in Japan: soft power, nation branding and the question of ‘international 

cultural exchange”  
  
 Hallyu 
•  Reading: “New Wave Formations: K-Pop Idols, Social Media, and the Remaking of the Korean Wave”  

Response Paper on Cool Japan vs. Hallyu is due. 
 

Week 5 

A Closer Look at the Idol Industry 

 J-pop’s “Blueprint” for K-pop 
• Video:  

o “Understanding J-pop: Why the J-pop idols will succeed on Produce 48” 
 

 Manufacturing of Idols 
• Video:  

o “9 Muses of Star Empire”  
 

Week 6 

Korean and Japanese Music Videos 

 J-pop / J-rock 
• Reading: “SMAP, Sex, and Masculinity: Constructing the Perfect Female Fantasy in Japanese Popular 

Music, Popular Music and Society”  
• Videos:  

o “A･RA･SHI” by Arashi (1999) 
o “Boku No Taiyou” by AKB48 (2006) 

https://youtu.be/evCrxxtslVU
https://youtu.be/qHS5yDvd5nY


o  “Invisible Love” by The Rampage (2020)  
o “Gimmie chocolate!!” by BABYMETAL (2014)  

 
 K-pop / K-rock 
• Videos:  

o “The Resolver” by Shinhwa (1998) 
o “Gee” by SNSD (2008)  
o “Black Swan” by BTS (2020)  
o “Lost Child” by Bursters (2015)  

Response paper on the differences and similarities of K-pop and J-pop MVs is due. 
 

Week 7 

Cinema of Korea and Japan 

 “Hallyuwood” vs. Japanese Cinema 
• Social commentary in Japanese and Korean films – Example films: Shoplifters (2018), Parasite (2019) 
• Videos:  

o “Battle Royale” (2000) 
o “Train to Busan” (2016)  

 
 Korean and Japanese Cinematic Characteristics 
• Reading: “Why ‘Parasite’ Is the Best Picture of The Year” / “‘Shoplifters’ Director Pierces Japan’s Darker 

Side’” 
 

Week 8 

Drama Fever 

 K-dramas 
• Videos:  

o Winter Sonata drama (2003, ep.1) 
o Playful Kiss drama (2010, ep.1) 
o Boys Over Flowers drama (2009, ep.1) 

 
 J-dramas/ Anime 
• Videos:  

o Hana Yori Dango drama (2005, ep.1) 
o Mischievous Kiss drama (2013, ep. 1) 
o Bleach anime (ep. 1) 

Response Paper on one Korean vs. Japanese drama/anime is due. 
 

Week 9 

Cultural Exchange of K-pop and J-pop 

 Globalizing Asian Pop Culture and Fandoms 
• Reading: “Johnny’s Idol Persona Constructions and Transcultural Female Fandom Consumption”  
• Videos:  

o YouTubers React to K-pop   
 Conquering the West 
• Reading: “How K-pop Conquered the West” / “Embracing Japanese Pop Culture”  

https://youtu.be/p79y3jhRJsY
https://youtu.be/WIKqgE4BwAY
https://youtu.be/m1G0--YjbOQ
https://youtu.be/U7mPqycQ0tQ
https://youtu.be/0lapF4DQPKQ
https://youtu.be/wk5HW1fkBvE
https://youtu.be/XuSYtAsMxfY


• Videos:  
o Gangnam Style (Dick Clark's New Year's Rockin' Eve with Ryan Seacrest 2013)  
o BTS - Mic Drop Remix on “Jimmy Kimmel Live”  
o J-Pop America Fun Time Now! – SNL  
o Hatsune Miku on David Letterman!  

 

Week 10 

Spring Break (no class) 
 

Week 11 

The World of E-Sports 

 E-Sports: A Billion Dollar Industry 
• Reading: “What is eSports? A look at an explosive billion-dollar industry” / “Japan plans ambitious 

expansion of esports to boost economy through 2025.”  
• Videos:  

o “The Capital City of Esports” - Part of the Game S1E3: Seoul  
o “Esports in Japan” - Playing Fields Episode 1  

  
 Gaming Culture 
• Videos:  

o Esports: Inside the relentless training of professional gaming stars – CBS News 
o Rehab for Korea's Gaming Addicts – SBS Dateline 
o Japanese Arcade Culture – Playing Fields Episode 2  
o “'I don't want to quit': Treating gaming addiction in Japan” – Al Jazeera     

 

Week 12 

Manhwa vs Manga 

 Revolutionary Manhwa, Manga, and Webtoons 
• Readings: “Millions in Korea are obsessed with these revolutionary comics — now they're going global” / 

“South Korea's booming 'webtoons' put Japan's print manga on notice” / “Manhwa in Korea (Re-) 
Nationalizing Comics Culture” / “’Manga’: heart of pop culture” 
 

 Animation and Live-action Adaptations of Manhwa, Manga, and Webtoons 
• Korean: 

o Cheese In The Trap (치즈인더트랩)  

o True Beauty (여신강림)  

o What’s Wrong with Secretary Kim? (김비서가 왜 그럴까)  
 

• Japanese: 
o Paradise Kiss (パラダイス・キス Paradaisu Kisu)  
o Attack on Titan (進撃の巨人)  
o Ao Haru Ride  (アオハライド)  

 

Week 13 

Fashion/Asian Beauty 

https://youtu.be/yul7zHjUXpU
https://youtu.be/pjscAFB-U4o
https://youtu.be/YNvDNQiu-iw
https://youtu.be/lwJ1i5lCw0M
https://youtu.be/2FV_M6BHXgo
https://youtu.be/443ZwMTlaEE
https://youtu.be/box4SFtGvA0
https://youtu.be/uOm5aXXjzzM
https://youtu.be/RC5nZC16cpg
https://youtu.be/7RZAIrw-pLs
https://www.webtoons.com/en/drama/cheese-in-the-trap/list?title_no=99
https://www.webtoons.com/en/romance/truebeauty/list?title_no=1436
https://www.tappytoon.com/en/comics/whysecretarykim
https://mangadex.org/title/4573/paradise-kiss
https://www.crunchyroll.com/comics_read/manga?volume_id=273&chapter_num=1.00
https://mangadex.org/title/491/ao-haru-ride/chapters/2/


 A Push for a New Export 
• Readings: “What Is K-Fashion? In Seoul, South Korea Continues To Push Its Newest Export” / “Japanese 

Fashion Cultures: dress and gender in contemporary Japan”  
  
 The Best Face (unhealthy beauty standards and racism within the entertainment industry 
• Videos: 

o Meet The Controversial Winner of Miss Korea 2018 – Asian Boss  
o Why South Korea Is the Plastic Surgery Capital of the World – Harper's BAZAAR  
o  “The beauty contest winner making Japan look at itself” – BBC News   

Response Paper is due. 
 

Week 14 

Food is Riding the Pop Culture High 

 Seoul Food and Gohan 
• Readings: “Fried chicken with beer: Comfort food for South Koreans has a role in diplomacy” / “25 

Japanese foods we love – from tempura to miso”  
 

 Food – a symbol of culture 
• Videos: 

o Korean traditional home meal – Arirang, Korean Cuisine and Dining – KBS   
o 25 Must-Try Dishes in Japan – Food Insider   

 

Week 15 

Regionalization and Consumption 

 Rise of J-pop in Other Parts of Asia 
• Readings: “The Rise of J-pop in Asia and Its Impact” / “Japanese popular culture in East Asia: a new 

insight into regional community building”  
  

 Korean Wave in the Asian Region 
• Readings: "Marketing K-Pop and J-Pop in the 21st Century" / “When is a K-pop group not a K-pop group? 

Rise of non-Korean bands worries some fans”  
 

Week 16 

Final Paper Due 
 

 

https://youtu.be/ygVxTTKWvdA
https://youtu.be/omOGKuDtbdI
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-32957610
https://youtu.be/L6JHeVsakG4
https://youtu.be/UF4jVfU4PkA
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